PartMiner Exhibiting at Electronica 2010

PartMiner announces SupplyStream Partner program for electronic component manufacturers and distributors.

Englewood, CO (PRWEB) November 5, 2010 -- PartMiner WorldWide Inc. is showcasing expanded solutions for electronic component buyers, design engineers, component engineers, distributors and manufacturers at Electronic 2010 in Munich, Germany from November 9-12, 2010.

Design with Confidence—Design with CAPSTM

PartMiner’s CAPS (Computer Assisted Product Selection) component data provides design and component engineers the precise information they need to select electronic components. CAPS helps reduce design costs, solve obsolescence problems, and ensure environmental compliance. CAPS provides manufacturer and core part information, parametric data, military data, and advises on cross-referenced replacements and life-cycle forecasts. Use CAPS to cleanse and manage Bill of Materials, receive automatic alerts about changes to any of your electronic components, and enhance your existing business and engineering tools.

Access the World’s Hard-to-Find Parts Supply with PartMiner Tools and People

Component buyers come to PartMiner to have us search the world’s supply of electronic components. Our component sales experts are:
- Knowledgeable: True component professionals who use their depth of experience in electronic components and PartMiner’s CAPS Component Data to provide expert buying advice.
- Connected: PartMiner Experts connect you to our global sourcing network to find the parts you need from thousands of reliable vendors worldwide.
- Impartial: We access inventory from any vendor worldwide to fill the purchasing needs of any customer, everywhere.

SupplyStream—a New Way to Sell to the World

Component manufacturers and distributors need to optimize their sales effort, expand into emerging global markets, and see new business without adding to their sales force. PartMiner SupplyStream Partners gain access to the 100’s of millions of dollars in electronic component demand coming to PartMiner. With over 100 component sales experts worldwide, becoming a PartMiner SupplyStream Partner gives manufacturers and distributors a global sales channel that never sleeps.

PartMiner representatives are available at Electronica 2010 in Hall A5, Booth 154 in the Munich Trade Fair Centre in Munich, Germany. Request a scheduled meeting by contacting PartMiner.

About PartMiner WorldWide Inc.

PartMiner WorldWide Inc. provides electronic component procurement services to thousands of electronic manufacturing companies around the world. PartMiner collects and interprets worldwide market intelligence and component data from manufacturers, distributors, and other supply sources. PartMiner’s CAPSTM database is the leading source of technical information in the industry delivering complete data sets on more than 150
million individual electronic components from more than 1800 active manufacturers.

PartMiner is headquartered in Centennial, Colorado, USA and has US offices in New York, California, Florida and Massachusetts. International locations include Brazil, China (Shenzhen, Shanghai, Suzhou, Beijing, and Hong Kong), France, Germany, India, Israel, Mexico, Singapore, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

For more information about PartMiner or to arrange an interview with a PartMiner executive, visit www.partminer.com or contact Roger Rountree, 303-200-5609.

PartMiner, CAPS, and SupplyStream are trademarks or registered trademarks of PartMiner WorldWide Inc.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.